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Sprung Circus thanks the children and adult participants, parents and families, coaches and other community friends who together created a wonderful year.
www.sprungcircus.net
maramacs@gmail.com 0477499342

Otto Thek 10 yrs

Sprung Circus is a community circus coached by local experienced performers and qualified technical coaches in the town of Daylesford, Victoria. Sprung Circus has existed for
18yrs taking a break in 2010 & 2011 after providing circus for a complete generation of
enthusiastic talented hard working circus kids. It was resurrected in 2012 in response to
local demand.
Sprung Circus provides weekly classes, performance and social circus opportunities,
coaching experience and mentorship for young people.
Young people develop stable supportive connections in Sprung Circus, and opportunities and skills to contribute to their community in positive and affirming ways. Community interactions through social circus and performance induce immediate cheer and
pride. The appreciation shown to our kids by their town, and the strong relationships
that develop within the circus, gives them a sense of belonging and importance in their
community.
Sprung Circus belongs to the participants and the circus community is a valued entity
that is nurtured. Over the past 18 years performing participants have chosen which specialist gear gig money goes toward. This has provided a legacy that each generation
gives to the next. Specialist coaches are engaged throughout the year to provide motivation and extension of skill development. Training clinics are organised in addition to
weekly classes with invitations to other circus communities. Other informal activities
such as local adventures are important to foster trust, friendships and strengthen confidence in our circus community in preparation for the intense demands of performance
development and rehearsals.

Sprung Circus Classes
Sprung Circus Classes take place at the ARC sports facility in Daylesford. In 2015 we ran
4 weekly classes—5-8yrs, 8-12 yrs, Spring Kids (performance group), over 12 years. Venue availability limits our access for day time sessions. In previous years we have run a
pre-school class (Minitumbling) and a parent/child acrobalance class (Family Balance).
Sprung Circus classes aim to celebrate the different learning styles of each participant,
generate the feeling of belonging by creating a microcosm of positive interconnections
and interactions, encourage participants to ‘own’ their skill development and create
together a vibrant creative and physical training space. Different learning styles are
acknowledged, for example, by dedicating a coach to supervise children with meandering focus who may set challenges in other parts of the space and then reintegrate
the child/children again with the class; by structuring the class to include quieter focused movement instruction and providing a levels system of skill progression; by responding timely to personal interests; by valuing our regular time for play like experimentation where skills can be safely integrated.
Our classes were represented by children from 9 different schools (including home
schoolers) in 2015. Our circus kids are deliberately encouraged to drop their school time
survival strategies which may affect relationships in the class and to give each other a
smile when they see each other out and about town.
Circus skills developed in our classes include acrobatics, tumbling, handstands, acrobalance, minitramp, flexibility, strength, juggling, unicycle, stilts, static aerials (trapeze,
cloudswing, tissu), mime, physical comedy, performance and more.

SPRUNG CIRCUS Coaches
Mara Macs
Mara has been working as a circus trainer for nearly 20 years,
with extensive experience in the Castlemaine/Daylesford region.
During 15 years of simultaneous training in several acrobatic
forms of martial arts (Free Form, WuSu, and Capioera), a love
of acrobatics developed. The move to Daylesford with a young
family refreshed her focus towards engaging children in physical
activity through acrobatics and circus. At first the change to circus was made in an effort to provide an appropriate physical
practice for children that offered a wide balance of challenges in
movement – coordination, spatial awareness, strength, flexibility
and fitness, and the Daylesford Community Circus School was
born. But soon the positive contributions the children were making to their community through performance, and the strong,
trusting, creative friendships that were developing between children of varying ages and schools through classes, camps and
events, hooked Mara into a commitment of providing circus in
our communities for the long term.
Mara has studied coaching in both gymnastics and circus through qualification programs and regular
professional development in both technical skill development and social circus. As well as coaching
and managing Sprung Circus in Daylesford, Mara has coached many after school and school programs including 7 years as gym teacher at the Castlemaine Steiner School, and coaching for the debut year of the Castlemaine Circus Company. She currently holds position on the Board of Castlemaine Circus Inc. as Head Coach.
She has a Bachelor of Medical Sciences with Distinction.

Eric Jarlaud
As a Juggler and unicyclist, Eric has been involved
with circus and performing for the past 15 years. Eric
The Red has toured across Australia, New Zealand
and France with his original set of juggling tricks and
balancing feats performing at prestigious art festivals
including the Perigueux Mime Festival and Avignon
Festival in France, the Melbourne and Adelaide Fringe
Festivals, and Melbourne’s Comedy Festival. Eric continues his professional career performing shows as
Jacques The French Waiter http://
thefrenchwaiter.com/ and Eric The Red whip cracking
juggler touring throughout Europe and Australia.
Currently bringing to SPRUNG CIRCUS all things throwing and catching, manipulation
and unicycling Eric truly loves sharing all his years of circus tricks with the children.

Ivo Iliev
A vice world champion in acrobatics by the age of
15, Ivelin Iliev initiated a prestigious career in show
business with both performing and teaching.
Ivelin’s achievements and qualifications in the
world of acrobatics have seen him achieve great
success in his two homes in Europe and Australia.
Ivelin was the first acrobat in Bulgaria to achieve
a press to handstand on one arm, becoming a pioneer in the art of handstands and having a huge
influence in the future development of one arm
handstand work.
Having worked in the biggest and best institutions in Australia including Circus Oz, National Institute of Circus Arts(NICA), South Australian Circus Centre, several dance schools
and gymnastic clubs in Melbourne, his coaching skills created many medal winning
champions. Having developed his coaching skills of over 25 years into the world of acrobatics and its varied genres, he has the ability to break down a high level skill to one that
is achievable. He is a charismatic teacher who makes disciplined training fun.

Jassy Macs-Martin
Jassy Macs-Martin began classes with Sprung Circus
as a sweet little 4 year old where she learned all
things circus until it was time to leave town. Jassy
went on to develop her own passion for ‘tissu’ training with Circus OZ for many years and linking in
with the Melbourne circus community to share independent practice spaces. The current Sprung Circus kids adore Jassy and look forward to the times
she comes home to teach tissu!
Jassy is currently studying architecture at Monash
University.

Emilie Bloom
In 1999 Emilie trained at worked with Physical Theatre Company, Not Yet Its Difficult with David Pledger.
She has trained with the Melbourne Women’s Circus
(2006-2007) In 2007 Emilie received funding from
The Beyond Nuclear Initiative to tour theatre production Unborn Future, a play she wrote and later went
on to direct and produce that showcase in remote
Northern Territory and Alice Springs (Watch this
Space 2006) Katherine (Katherine Arts Centre 2006)
and Darwin (Browns Mart Theatre 2006) Emilie has
also been mentored by Theatre Practitioner and Director Toula Filokostas in the Explosion project at Footscray Community Arts Centre
where she was funded to produce a play she had written and developed called 2020
Living Under Rocks. In 2009 Emilie was funded to work alongside Co-Founder and
Director of Tamasha Theatre Company in London with Kristine Landon- Smith in Directors Mentorship. She was invited to perform in a Master-class with Miss LandonSmith at the Hampstead Theatre (2008) She went on to work further as her assistant
in a Cultural Exchange program at London’s Circus Space. In 2010 Emilie has trained
under Eric Davis (The Red Bastard 2010) and was invited to be a participant in a
Clown Master Class with renowned London based Comedy Director Cal McCrystal
(Mighty Boosch, A Spy Monkey) Most recently she trained under Clare Bartholomew
and Derek Ives at a two week Clown Intensive at Dance house. She is a Co-Creator
and Creative Director Of Porcelain Punch.
Emily and Mara worked together with the Castlemaine Circus and Sprung Circus performers for ‘There’s no place like home’ performed for the Swiss Italian Festa 2015.

SPRUNG CIRCUS community calendar 2015
1st Jan volunteer Daylesford New Years Eve parade
2nd March specialist Tissu session
28 March volunteer
‘Bunjil ‘ performance for
Hepburn Mineral Reserve 150th Anniversiary
19th April volunteer
‘social circus’ for Dharma Autumn Village Fair
25th May specialist Tissu
session
22nd June ‘Jungle Jam’
community performance (all Sprung Circus classes)
9th August Winter Minitramp/Tumbling Camp
(4 hours training clinic)
Castlemaine Circus kids
invited.
30th Sept unicycle holiday program (open invite)

SPRUNG CIRCUS community calendar 2015
12th Sept two volunteered
sessions for Daylesford Secondary Collage PE. classes.
31st Sept 2x tumbling holiday
program sessions (open invite)
23rd Oct volunteer Swiss Italian Festa parade
23rd & 24th Oct ‘No place like
home’ performance for Swiss
Italian Festa (Sprung Circus
and Castlemaine Circus together) full house both shows
28th Oct volunteer session for
Daylesford Secondary Collage
PE Class
11th Dec camp sleep out for
Spring kids
16th Dec Wombat Hill games
day for Sprung Circus kids

Once upon a time…. messages from past
Spring Kids
Sprung circus is da bomb
My days at circus, hhmmmmm my days at Mara's circus school are some of the best
memories I have of living and learning in daylesford, whether it be running around, hurling myself, on what felt like 3 metres high, onto soft mattresses, let's face it what kid
doesn't want to do that, learn to walk on stilts or juggle or ride a unicycle. These things
are great and unique skills that people living in Australia rarely get to try. When my
mum decided to move to Victoria after divorcing my dad, I felt sad that I was losing my
friends. I felt sad as all kids should after something like that ,but my mum told me that
there was a place in this small town that taught circus skills and that maybe going there
was a good start at making friends and she was right I made great friends that I still talk
to now after many years. Mara's classes gave me confidence, to perform, confidence in
myself and opened up a lot of opportunities for me. After mastering the unicycle, along
with some of the boys that also attended, went out and rode our unicycles down the
steepest hills and in the muddiest puddles we could find. We would convince our parents
to take us out every weekend, to be boys and play in the mud. Those two boys became
my best friends all through high school and are still great mates today. Mara's classes also
got me involved in the community. Every year Hepburn would host the Swiss Italian festa, where the town would put on performances, art shows and the schools would get involved to celebrate its heritage. I practiced with Mara's group for 5 years and most years
we would work together to put together a performance to show the public. This taught
us kids, discipline, to work hard, confidence, and to be proud of the accomplishments. At
the end of the festa, there was a parade with all the schools, community
groups, marching bands and the circus etc. Every year a jester was chosen to lead the parade down to where the festivities would take place. The jester would flail about and run
amuck through the festa in red, white and green and make it fun for the families and
people that were having a great day. One day I was asked to play the role of the next
festa jester and I remember my mum being so proud of me and what I had achieved as
being part of Mara's circus. It is one of the happiest memories I have of my mum as I
walked down the street acting "like a clown"and I remember looking at her being a
proud mum and smiling as she shoved the women next to her to tell her that's my
son and all because of Mara. I can't thank Mara enough for giving me and other kids in the
community a great opportunity to learn, build
friendships, challenge yourself, keep fit, create
happy memories and just being a friend.
Member of, and always will be, Sprung circus.
Paddy Farrell

I have been a student of Mara Macs for the last thirteen years and over those years I
have also had the joy of assisting & tutoring some of her younger students along side
her.
As I began my circus arts training from such a young age it gave me a wider sense of
family and allowed me to create extremely trusting life long bonds with my peers. It
was not only a great way of staying fit and healthy, but also a fantastic socially
nurturing environment to learn in.
A group such as this enriched my childhood and helped teach me and my fellow
students skills that have helped us as we’ve grown into adulthood, it is more than just
learning how to safely perform circus acts at high levels, it is about learning balance
both psychically and mentally and learning interpersonal skills, such as trust, strong
and clear communication and how to take care of your peers and deal calmly with
situations of exciting pressure such as performing to the public, resulting in great
feelings of achievement when we could make the community laugh and smile around
us.
Sprung Circus offered my friends and I many other great opportunities like meeting
other performers and creating self-sustaining networks of
support in the circus
community as well as the chance to perform locally and
entertain at lots of important
public events, giving me a lasting confidence and sense of
gratitude.
Mara Macs is extremely dedicated to her work and students and is able to teach to
beginners to highly advanced levels. She is supportive
and creative and very
inspirational and shows great initiative whilst running
classes and workshops, She
has been to me and continues to be a very positive role
model within the community.
Sprung Circus provides a safe and exciting learning space
for people as well as
offering an alternative to more traditional extra curricular activities.
I hope to see many more generations getting involved
and continuing to have fun
creating positive group dynamics in their communities.
Sprung Circus has been and
always will remain a very important part of my life .
Stella Barta-Wong

And the present…...
My 12 year old daughter Ella has been with Sprung Circus since we moved to the Daylesford area four
years ago, having previously attended circus classes at Westside Circus in Melbourne since she was three
years old.
The skill level and dedication of the coaches at Sprung Circus has been truly extraordinary, and Ella’s circus skills have built exponentially. It has been wonderful to watch her grow in confidence, from a shy little
girl who was frightened to perform, to someone who tells me she will stilt walk in Daylesford’s New
Year’s Eve Parade, and organises that herself every year. On walking into a training session, I see kids who
are fully alive (pretty much bouncing off the walls!), revelling in what their bodies can do, learning to
work together, and support each other, while they get stronger and healthier week by week. All kids, no
matter what their level of fitness or skill, are welcomed and develop pride in themselves and a sense of
inclusion.
The sense of community connectedness that she gains from attending the circus classes is very important
to her, as she does not go to school in Daylesford, and so sprung Circus provides her with an opportunity
to form friendships with local kids and families, and so become part of her community.
I myself am a single mum with no family support who studies from home, and am socially isolated because of this and the fact that we’ve only lived here a few years. Even seeing
the other parents at circus pickup and drop off has been important for me. But
this year I have joined the adult circus class, and already feel the physical and
wellbeing benefits of building my strength and flexibility, and doing that alongside others. It also means that Ella and I can practice at home together, and
she can correct my technique! And I’m part of a really lovely Sprung community.
Sprung Circus produces quirky, delightful and breathtaking shows, and participates in community parades and events, while running on the smell of an oily
rag, dedication and many unpaid hours. More importantly, it makes kids’ lives
much better, and builds community as well as skills.
Thank you Sprung Circus!
Our son Otto has been attending circus classes with
Mara Macs at the Daylesford Sprung Circus since the
beginning of 2013, when he was 6 years years old. Now
at the age of 10 both Otto and his mum and dad cannot imagine his life without circus.
The circus classes have given Otto many skills and delights such as tumbling, balance as well as great
strength and flexibility. Juggling, stilt walking and unicycling are some of his favourite activities and skills
that have come about from both his and Mara’s dedication. Perhaps most importantly Otto has learned how to work as part of a team and has
developed a strong sense of self, pride and discipline through the classes.
Otto’s confidence has immeasurably improved through taking part in the Daylesford Sprung
Circus public performances, such as the Swiss Italian Fiesta and the Hepburn Mineral
Springs Reserve 150th anniversary celebrations. The performances have also taught the students choreography, persistence, planning, time management and how to work together as a
team.
Kind regards, Kylie and Daniel Thek

My daughter has been attending Sprung Circus since commencing in 2013 aged 6.
Sprung Circus has extended my child in the following ways :
• taught her life long acrobatic skills, positive body awareness, respect and mindfulness for moving her body safely and skilfully
• given her confidence to perform happily in public in front of over a hundred people (a feat for a
shy child)
• she's been proud to be a part of these performances and has had deep joy at the knowledge
that as part of the Sprung Circus team performances that she had brought joy to local children
and adults
• given her an extended positive sense of community through developing strong connections
with children outside her own school
• taught her perseverance through the discipline of learning circus skills and also the satisfaction
of achieving her goals of obtaining certain skill.
Mara’s passion for circus and acrobatics is completely infectious for my daughter and indeed all
the children who attend Mara’s classes.
On a society level Sprung circus brings weekly joy to children's lives and pleasure to their parents
as they develop their circus skills. With current concerns with obesity and children not getting
enough exercise , Sprung Circus classes are a gift to our local children. These children develop a
deep respect for their body which influences their choice of diet, their positive body image and
furthermore when my daughter and her Sprung Circus friends have plays, they choose to spend
time doing their circus skills together outside.
Kathryn Earley

Sprung Circus has been a place of fun and delight for my
children as well as providing excellent skills and development. One of my daughters spends her whole time cartwheeling and jumping around. Sprung has allowed her to
develop her interest in a safe and nurturing place, with excellent guidance and safe equipment. Her enjoyment of
these classes has been the main reason for her wanting to
develop her new skills further. Mara's (and other Sprung
teachers) attention to each child's needs and pace of development is sensitive and appropriate. My other children
are less flexible and the classes have helped them to develop a greater understanding of their bodies and capabilities, leading to a desire to improve through the enjoyment
of being in the circus space. The benefits to the children
are great, not only physically, but also socially. Being part
of a group and taking part in regular performances is great
for their self esteem and has also helped them develop
confidence in performing and collaborating.
Tara Duffy

Having circus training available in Daylesford
has been a fantastic opportunity for River.
She started in the prep year and has been
training now for over four years. The skills
she has learnt are now part of our family life.
Household jobs are done on her unicycle,
cartwheels are a comfortable and fun way to
get from one place to another and she is
strong and flexible. The sprung circus classes
have been a place for River to learn and consolidate her skills, in a fun social atmosphere.
Students from different local schools attend
the classes so new friendships have been
formed. The circus class is a fantastic asset
to our community.
Bridget Martin

Sprung Circus was a valuable contributor to the 2015 Hepburn Springs Swiss & Italian
Festa.
Although Sprung Circus have often been involved with the Festa, it was delightful to be
able to have this long standing, vibrant group create a new work that specifically addressed the 2015 theme, There is no Place like Home.
With Mara Macs at the helm the piece that the children and her colleagues produced in
collaboration with Castlemaine Circus Inc. was top quality. The work was skillful, focused,
relevant and engaging. For many the highlight of The Family Festa Day.
“The best thing about the Festa this year was the circus” Bodhi
The circus performed two shows, one on Saturday and then Sunday.
Both these shows reached capacity.
Sprung Circus is also a long standing participants in the Grande Parade. Their inclusion in
this event is highly valued as they always go to such an effort to create a spectacle. Stilt
walking, unicycles and costumes abound.
As the Festa Director I would welcome Sprung Circus back with open arms and would feel
privileged to have them as part of our 2016 program.
Festa Director
Rebecca Anderson
0414 826 676
info@swissitalianfesta.com

SPRUNG CIRCUS Intentions for 2016


continue to develop high quality inclusive coaching strategies which is imperative
for providing satisfying supportive experiences for the children , to encourage an inclusive circus community, and to maintain viable classes in our small community.



Stilt making/repairing day.



Spring Kids (performing group) to develop a ‘ potato farmer’ street style performance with the intention of submitting it for performance in the local Trentham
Spud Fest in May, and Dean Spud Fest in June; used in roaming performances for
other local festivals including the Swiss Italian Festa in October, as well as in other
rural type events (the Rural Living Expo in Ballarat April 2017) and be used to introduce our group at the youth circus clinic we intend to attend.



At least 2 workshops with Specialist coaches in 2016, with at least one specialist
coach to assist in developing the ‘ potato farmer’ act



Classes to perform community show and Spring Kids to performance for the Swiss
Italian Festa in October (in addition to ‘ Potato Farmer’ street performance)



Continue to raise funds to purchase an air tumbling track which is portable, easily
stored and set up (important because we do not have a permanently set up venue)
and a supportive tumbling surface.



Continue to develop positive relationships with other community
groups and businesses in order to foster awareness of our efforts at
Sprung Circus, encourage community support and open the door to opportunities for children in our community through Circus and performance.



One day we might even discover a
suitable permanent venue in Daylesford for Sprung Circus which would
optimise efficiency, increase our profile, enable school programs and day
time classes, allow Sprung Circus to
provide coaching work for senior
and gap year students.

2015

